The multicriteria decision problems involve uncertainty, it is important to incorporate different types of uncertainty in any proposed solution. In this paper, we presented fuzzy MCDM approach based on risk and confidence analysis that we believe is effective in tackling complex, ill-defined and human-oriented decision problems.
uncertainties arise from unquantifiable information, incomplete information, unobtainable information and partial ignorance.Since classical MCDM methods cannot handle problems with such imprecise information, the representation and interpretation of "uncertainty" and humanrelated subjective preference is needed. The fuzzy set theory seems to have been the most commonly used methods.
General Fuzzy MCDM Approach
First we describe the general approach to fuzzy MCDM without considering risk attitudes and confidence.
Problem Formulation and Definition
A A with respect to the criterion j C ), and W as the weight vector (where ij w represents the weight of criterion j C ). In general we classify criteria as either:
 Benefit criteria ( where the higher the value of the better it is for the DM)
 Cost criteria (where the lower the value of the the better it is for DM).
Because we wish to consider fuzzy, as opposed to crisp, value in D and W we shall use the notation:
Where ij x represents the fuzzy rating of alternatives i A with respect to the criterion j C , and ij w represents the fuzzy weight of criterion j C . In particular, an intuitively easy and effective approach to capturing the expert's uncertainty about the value of unknown number is a triangular fuzzy number.
Definition:
A triangular fuzzy number ã is defined by a triplet ) , , ( 
The triangular fuzzy number is based on a three-value judgment: the minimum The above table shows the decision matrix and weight vector for the travel problem introduced. In this example the criteria price and journey time are cost criteria measured in Rupees and minutes respectively. The criterion comfort is a value criterion measured on a scale 1 to 10. The ratings in the decision matrix are expressed in triangular fuzzy number (so, for example, the car journey to the airport most typically costs Rs. 10 but it can be as low as 9 and as high as 12). For simplicity the weights are crisp numbers summing to1. (Usually the Dm is able to express the weights in this way).
Normalization
To deal with criteria on different scales, we apply a normalization process. Specifically, we normalize the fuzzy numbers in the decision matrix as the performance matrix:
where 
Weighting the Criteria
We construct the weighted performance matrix by multiplying the weight vector by the decision matrix as: 
Performance Alternatives
The most preferred alternatives should have the shortest distance form the positive ideal solution and the longest distance from the negative ideal solution. 
For the normalized fuzzy performance matrix, we define the positive ideal solution
under criteria. By the vertex method, the distance between each alternative and the positive ideal solution and negative ideal solution is calculated as:
We calculate performance index for each alternatives as:
where m i ,....., 2 , 1  and n is the number of criteria. The nearer i p gets to 1, the better, the alternative's performance. Example: By using eqn (7) and (8) we can calculate the alternative distance to the positive ideal and negative ideal solution and by using eqn (9) 
Fuzzy MCDM by Incorporating Risk Attitudes
The general approach can provide a basic ranking of the alternatives, but it cannot deal with DM's attitudes towards risk and uncertainty. Here we explain how to incorporate the DM's risk attitude into the general fuzzy MCDM approach. The linguistic approach to modeling risk attitudes in fuzzy MCDM uses the notation of "optimism" and "pessimism". The key issue for us is to be able to use natural language to describe an appropriate range of attitude between the extremes of "optimism" and "pessimism". The number of terms needs to be small enough so as not to impose pointless precision, yet rich enough to allow proper discrimination of the assessments. Based on the Miller's theory of cognitive retention we use nine as the maximum number of terms for the DM's assessment.
Modeling Risk Attitude
For benefit criteria, the DM expects a maximum value as the best value. For cost criteria, the DM expects a minimum value as the best value. To incorporate the DM's risk attitude, to the triangular fuzzy number 
Performance of Alternative on Risk Attitudes
Now that we have triangular fuzzy numbers that capture the DM's risk attitude we incorporate these into the decision matrix as:
where ij x  is the triangular fuzzy number derived from ij x under the specific risk attitude from 
Fuzzy MCDM by Incorporating Confidence Attitudes
From table-F it suggests that any Dm ranging from an extreme optimistic to extreme pessimistic will always choose the car as the preferred alternatives. However, this result does not take account of the DM's confidence/uncertainty about the value of rating. Fro example, the fuzzy value of journey time for car is (70, 100, 120) compared with (70, 80, 90) for train. Somebody who was extremely confident about the values would tend to believe that the most likely value was the true value in each case, i.e. 100 and 80 respectively. Thus a pessimistic who was nevertheless extremely confident about the value would be more likely to favor the train than the car. Here we formalize these notations so that we are able to complete our MCDM process by incorporating the DM's confidence on top of their risk attitudes.
Incorporating Confidence Level
To assess confidence and uncertainty about a triangular fuzzy number we use
is a basic measure of our confidence about the fuzzy number. We use it to compute a refined fuzzy number that is 'closer' to the value with highest possibilities as tends to 1. Formally, assuming that the confidence in the triangular fuzzy number ) , , (
is at level , the refined fuzzy number is defined as:
Having already incorporated the risk attitude in the decision matrix, we can now construct the decision matrix with risk attitude given confidence level as: x is the triangular fuzzy number derived from ij x  under the specific confidence level by eqn (11) . Suppose that there are l confidence levels. After normalization and weighting of criteria, we obtain the performance index vector given confidence level as:
, where 
Modeling of Confidence Attitudes
Instead of providing a direct value to construct a confidence level, we next use linguistic variables to represent the DM's qualitative assessment of confidence. As before, we use nine point linguistic scales as shown in the table-H. Intuitively the membership value of the confidence increases linearly as increases from 0 to 1.
Linguistic Terms of Confidence Attitudes (Table-H)

Linguistic Term Membership Function
Absolutely Confident(AC)
Performance of Alternatives on confidence Attitudes
In general, assuming a total of 
The DM can rank, prioritize and select alternatives under different attitudes and confidence attitudes according to the performance index. 
Conclusion
In this paper our approach consists of the following: formulate the problem in terms of fuzzy decision matrix and the weight vector, normalize the decision matrix as the performance matrix., construct the weighed performance matrix., with reference to ideal solutions, calculate alternatives performance index, according to DM's risk attitudes (which can be characterized linguistically), construct the performance matrix with risk attitudes. Calculate alternatives performance index under risk attitudes, construct the performance matrix with risk attitudes on confidence levels and calculate performances index vector with respect to confidence levels, according to DM's confidence attitudes (which can again be characterized linguistically), determine the confidence membership vectors and calculate alternatives performance index under confidence attitudes.
